Commentary on “Effect of Humidified Noninvasive Ventilation on the Development of Facial Skin Breakdown”
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Over the past two decades, evidence has mounted linking noninvasive ventilation (NIV) failure to failure to understand the optimal NIV technique necessary to control respiratory failure which includes both the choice of NIV modality and the skills required to use it1,2. Nevertheless, NIV use is associated with device-related development of facial pressure injuries, which is a serious side effect specifically related to the interface3. Our recent article has pointed out a very interesting result about the potential role of humidification in the development of such pressure injuries4.

According to this recent investigation, the use of humidification with NIV significantly increased transepidermal water loss (TEWL) and skin humidity compared with non-humidified NIV4. Such a moisture increase effects of friction of the skin and makes it more susceptible to damage. This pointed out the importance of having prophylactic strategies to maintain adequate skin microclimate with appropriate NIV settings to safeguard skin integrity as wetter skin is at greater risk of maceration and friction injury5. This combined approach, involving both awareness of all-cause risk factors of pressure ulcers and Medical device-related pressure ulcers (MDRPUs) prevention protocols would improve the quality of care and eventually patient’s outcomes.

According to a recent report, around 33% of all hospital-acquired pressure ulcers are related to medical devices and that those employing devices were 2.4 times more likely to have a pressure ulcer of any kind6. In recent years, NIV interfaces have been recognized as potential causes of MDRPUs. A recent systematic review has recommended developing a prevention protocol for NIV interfaces related to pressure ulcers in order to improve NIV compliance and success7. Authors of this review have proposed an algorithm for how health care providers should approach patients on NIV with the intention of reducing facial pressure ulcers.

However, I would like to highlight that incorporating such a protocol with daily clinical practices checklist would make a more robust and comprehensive assessment for those types of patients which would prevent these facial injuries in the clinical practice. Indeed, humidification is often used in clinical practice, although there is no strong evidence to support. In this respect, if the humidification with NIV is a clinical option, would be very interesting to explore ways of avoiding the effects of the use of humidification in acute NIV so as to prevent such a facial damage. Therefore, for patients who are likely to need a continuous NIV over a more prolonged period of time, or those who developed any sign of facial skin injury after a regular skin evaluation, the initial use of total face mask (TFM)
with regular interface rotation and alternation is strongly suggested to reduce the development of such ulcers7.

Such data from Alqahtani et al. 4 are a preliminary and need more robust clinical studies to deeply investigate that in a big sample of patients. However, their result has questioned the usefulness of such an approach of using humidification with those patients. Likewise, proper interface selection, awareness of patient-related risk factors, and accurate judgment and assessment are crucial aspects of the prevention of facial skin pressure injuries.
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